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The dispute about sans serif versus serif fonts: An interaction between the 
variables of serif and stroke contrast☆ 

Katsumi Minakata, Sofie Beier * 

The Royal Danish Academy – Centre for Visibility Design, Denmark   
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A B S T R A C T   

Aim: It is a long-lasting dispute whether serif or sans serif fonts are more legible. However, different fonts vary on 
numerous visual parameters, not just serifs. We investigated whether a difference in word identification can be 
attributed to the presence or absence of serifs or to the contrast of the letter stroke. 
Method: Participants performed a word-recognition two-interval, forced-choice task (Exp. 1) and a classic lexical 
decision task (Exp. 2). In both experiments the word stimuli were set with four new fonts, which were developed 
to isolate the stylistic features of serif and letter-stroke contrast. Two measures (i.e., font-size threshold & 
sensitivity) were analysed. 
Results: The threshold measure of both experiments yielded a single significant main effect of stroke contrast such 
that low stroke contrast elicited lower than high stroke contrast. The sensitivity measure of Experiment 1 yielded 
a single significant effect of the interaction between serifs and stroke contrast. Specifically, at the sans-serif level, 
low stroke contrast revealed better sensitivity, relative to high stroke contrast. At the serif level, the opposite 
stroke contrast pattern was observed. 
Conclusion: Sans serif fonts with low stroke contrast yield better performance and if a serif font is used, high 
stroke contrast yields better performance than low stroke contrast. Limitations and future directions are 
discussed.   

1. Introduction 

Discussions about font choices often revolve around a focus on the 
two categories of sans serif and serif fonts. Serif fonts have small orna-
mentations at the stroke endings that sans-serif fonts do not have. The 
typographic literature proposes several arguments in favour of serifs, 
among them the belief that serifs emphasize stroke endings (Unger, 
2007), because the horizontal shape of serifs emphasizes the reading 
direction by supporting the movement of the eye from left to right 
(Beier, 2012). It is also believed that serifs help the reader distinguish 
the letters while also linking them together to form words (McLean, 
1980). The case against serifs is that they are simply extra features added 
to the letter, while sans-serif fonts represent the essential letter form 
(Frutiger et al., 1980). 

In the history of legibility research, serifs are one of the most 
disputed typographic features (for a review of the early literature; see 
Lund, 1999). Numerous experiments have compared performance of 
multiple fonts, including both serif and sans serif examples; however, 

when the fonts are bundled into serif versus sans serif categories, the 
results are generally inconclusive, because fonts within the categories do 
not show similar reading performance (Bernard et al., 2002; Boyarski 
et al., 1998; Sheedy et al., 2005). One exception is an investigation into 
visual acuity with word stimuli set in 33 different fonts, which found a 
small but significant effect in favour of lowercase sans-serif fonts in a 
comparison of the collective performance of sans serif and serif fonts 
(Garvey et al., 2016). Others claim to be able to draw conclusions based 
on comparing reading performance for only two fonts belonging to 
different font families (Beymer et al., 2008; Dogusoy et al., 2016). 

The main limitation of these approaches is that fonts from different 
font families vary in terms of multiple variables besides serifs, for 
example, letter proportions, letter skeleton, letter weight and stroke 
contrast. Thus, in a comparison of two fonts from different families it is 
difficult to isolate the effect of serifs from the effects of other font 
variables. 

These flaws in experimental design have also been pointed out by 
others, who instead conducted experiments that isolated the effect of 
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serifs (Akhmadeeva et al., 2012; Beier & Dyson, 2014; Moret-Tatay & 
Perea, 2011; Morris et al., 2002; Perea, 2013). Examples include the 
multiple experiments comparing reading performance of the two fonts 
Lucida and Lucida Sans (see Fig. 1), which are designed to only vary 
with regards to the presence or absence of serifs. One of these experi-
ments measured the effect by using rapid serial visual presentation 
(RSVP, letter/words presented one at a time at the same location) and 
found that at small sizes, the sans-serif font (i.e., Lucida Sans) could be 
read faster than the serif font (i.e., Lucida) although the effect dis-
appeared at large font sizes (Morris et al., 2002). However, similar re-
sults were not found in a study of single-letter recognition (at reading 
acuity limit) with a different font family, which found no difference 
between sans serif and serif fonts, but when looking at the subgroup of 
letters that contained serifs on vertical extremes (‘l’, ‘b’, ‘h’, ‘n’, ‘u’), the 
study showed a positive effect for serifs (Beier & Dyson, 2014). 

Another experiment that used the Lucida font family employed a 
lexical-decision (LD) task and found a small but significant advantage 
for a sans-serif font (Moret-Tatay & Perea, 2011), while yet another 
experiment found no effect of these fonts on eye-movement measures 
(Perea, 2013). The latter finding was supported by experiments 
measuring reading speed for sans serif and serif versions within other 
font families, which yielded no significant differences between sans serif 
and serif font styles (Akhmadeeva et al., 2012; Arditi & Cho, 2005a). 

Sans serif and serif fonts vary not only in terms of the presence or 
absence of serifs but also in terms of stroke contrast. Compared to sans- 
serif fonts, serif fonts tend to have a greater difference between the 
thickest and thinnest parts of a letter's stroke, a feature referred to as 
stroke contrast (see Fig. 2). The research literature shows almost no 
interest in this typographic characteristic. Except for a recent study into 
stroke contrast in bold serif fonts, which found that hairline strokes 
lower letter recognition (Beier & Oderkerk, 2021), other studies con-
cerned with the effects of font style have mainly looked into letter 
complexity (Beier et al., 2018; Bernard & Chung, 2011; Pelli et al., 2006) 
and letter boldness (Beier & Oderkerk, 2019; Bernard et al., 2013; 
Burmistrov et al., 2016; Chung & Bernard, 2018; Macaya & Perea, 2014; 
Pelli et al., 2006; Sheedy et al., 2005). The main aim of the present paper 
was to isolate the two typographic features of serifs and stroke contrast 
and investigate whether a given difference in reading performance be-
tween serif and sans-serif fonts is attributable to serifs or to stroke 
contrast, and in addition being able to isolate these two features. 

2. Experiment 1 

We employed the well-established, method of constant stimuli 
(MOCS), which is a psychophysical technique used to measure and es-
timate perceptual thresholds by randomly and constantly presenting 
stimuli at different intensities (Kingdom & Prins, 2010) to obtain font- 
size thresholds. A perceptual threshold is defined as the minimum 
amount of physical energy (e.g., level of light intensity) required to 
detect a stimulus 50% of the time and we designed an experiment such 
that a font-size threshold could be estimated for each font condition. 

To measure and estimate thresholds, a two-interval, forced-choice 
(2IFC) task is used, which consists of two time-intervals and a target 
stimulus is randomly placed in one of the two intervals with a distractor/ 

noise stimulus in the other interval (Kingdom & Prins, 2010). The 
required response is to indicate in which of the two time-intervals the 
target stimulus was perceived (e.g., a correctly spelled word). Given the 
nature of the 2IFC task, one can, theoretically, obtain a correct response 
when one simply guesses randomly (e.g., if an observer always indicates 
interval one contained the target stimulus, then 50% of the time a cor-
rect response is obtained by chance). However, the 2IFC task also allows 
one to implement signal detection theory analysis, which makes it 
possible to calculate an observer's discrimination sensitivity. (i.e., both 
response bias and performance are considered) when discerning be-
tween a target signal and a target-plus-noise signal. 

To measure and estimate font-size thresholds that are ecologically 
meaningful will give the opportunity to determine what font size is 
needed to identify a word. A classical, lexical-decision (LD) task involves 
the serial presentation of either a word or a pseudoword (i.e., pro-
nounceable letter strings) and an observer is given the task to indicate if 
the stimulus was a word or a pseudoword (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 
1971). The reaction time and accuracy are recorded and analysed, which 
generally reveal that words elicit faster reaction times and higher ac-
curacy rates relative to pseudowords – word-superiority effect. 

It is suggested that these results measure one's ability to recognize 
words from pseudowords (i.e., not just stimulus detection). Therefore, 
Experiment 1 was designed to include a combination of a 2IFC and a 
word-recognition task, so that conclusions about the font-size thresholds 
could be drawn at the level of the lexical-identification stage within the 
human information processing stream. To our knowledge, the proposed 
experiment is the first to: (1) isolate typographical features of fonts; (2) 
utilize both an adaptive threshold estimation procedure and the MOCS; 
and (3) implement a 2IFC task with a word-recognition task. 

Given that Moret-Tatay and Perea (2011) found evidence in a LD 
experiment that suggested sans-serif fonts yield better performance, 
relative to serif fonts, it was hypothesized that the sans serif conditions 
would elicit lower font-size thresholds, relative to the serif font condi-
tions (H1). Additionally, the low stroke-contrast conditions were ex-
pected to yield lower font-size thresholds, relative to the high stroke- 
contrast conditions (H2). Finally, it is possible that these two factors 
will interact and change the pattern of results (H3). 

2.1. Method 

2.1.1. Participants 
A total of 33 individuals were recruited via a website used for the 

recruitment of participants for studies (forsøgspersoner.dk). Thus, we 
collected a convenience sample with the following screening criteria: 
18–40 year of age and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. There were 

Fig. 1. Lucida varies solely in terms of the presence or absence of serifs. The 
font family of Lucida: Lucida (top) and Lucida Sans (bottom). 

Fig. 2. A selection of the most used fonts in Windows 10. The top row shows 
sans-serif fonts; the bottom row shows serif fonts. By measuring the stroke 
contrast in the lowercase ‘n’ we found that the six sans-serif fonts have an 
average stroke contrast between thick/thin of 3/2, while the six serif fonts have 
an average stroke contrast of 3/0.8. Thus, the average stroke contrast in serif 
fonts is greater than the average stroke contrast in sans-serif fonts. 
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19 females (14 males), and the average age was 23 years (range: 18–39). 
All participants reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
and were paid (i.e., 48 USD) for 3 h of participation. All participants 
considered Danish their primary language. The research followed the 
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

2.1.2. Design 
A new font family was developed for this experiment (see Fig. 3). The 

experiment manipulated two repeated-measures, independent vari-
ables: (1) serif and (2) stroke contrast. The serif factor varied between 
two conditions: serifs being present or absent. The stroke contrast factor 
varied between two conditions: low or high stroke contrast. Stroke 
contrast was identical between serif and sans serif conditions and the 
brackets of the serifs were triangular with no curve. The high stroke 
contrast designs followed conventions of the Didot style fonts of vertical 
stress to the letters, while the low stroke contrast fonts followed con-
ventions of slightly narrowing stroke-width in letter junctions (Beier, 
2017). 

2.1.3. Apparatus 
An HP laptop with 8GB of RAM, Intel (R) Core i5-6300U 2.5 CPU 

GHz CPU and a 64-bit, Windows 10 operating system was utilized. The 
laptop monitor was an LCD with a 60 Hz refresh rate and had a reso-
lution of 3000 by 2000 pixels. A second keyboard was used so that 
participants could be placed at a distance of two metres from the 
monitor. The scripts for the experiment were written in MATLAB in 
combination with the Psychophysics Toolbox and, thus, the stimuli were 
computer-controlled (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007; Pelli, 1997). 
All the stimuli consisted of pairs of two-word categories; words and 
pseudoword (pronounceable orthographically legal word). Both word 
categories varied in length between three and six letters. The pseudo-
word had one or two central letters translocated. A total of 900 trials 
were included in the experiment and the same number of unique word- 
pairs were implemented (viz., all word- and pseudo-word pairs were 
novel). Nine font sizes were tested (each font size consisted of 20 trials) 
for each of the 4 experimental conditions. The stimuli were presented in 
white on a black background (i.e., 100% Michelson's contrast) in the 
centre of the screen with an exposure duration tailored to each partici-
pant based on an adaptive procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983). 

The QUEST algorithm is an adaptive Bayesian estimation procedure 
that can estimate a threshold value given a chosen psychometric func-
tion (e.g., cumulative normal distribution), slope, lapse rate, and guess 
rate. The lapse rate (i.e., incorrect response even though a perceptible 
stimulus was presented) and guess rate (determined by the task struc-
ture) were considered fixed parameters and were set to 0.019 and 0.50, 
respectively. Only two parameters (e.g., threshold and slope) were 
estimated and QUEST requires approximately 30–40 trials to obtain a 
reliable threshold estimate (Watson, 2017; Watson & Pelli, 1983). The 

inter-stimulus interval was 500 ms and the inter-trial interval was 1000 
ms. 

2.1.4. Procedure 
Participants were greeted upon arrival, informed about the nature of 

the study, and asked to give their written consent in order to participate. 
After obtaining this informed consent, the researchers asked the par-
ticipants to get as comfortable as possible using the chinrest, which was 
affixed to the table. The first step of the experiment was to obtain a 
threshold value for font size; this was done using the QUEST algorithm 
in combination with a word recognition task. Participants were exposed 
to one word-pair at a time, each pair consisted of a real word and a 
pseudoword. Throughout the QUEST procedure, the Helvetica font was 
used as a baseline font. Participants were informed that the target word 
stimulus would randomly appear in either the first or second interval 
and that they would complete the word recognition task under three 
different contexts, which were organized into two phases. 

During phase one, the font-size, threshold estimation procedure was 
repeated three times and the exposure-duration, threshold estimation 
procedure was completed once. The font size varied on each trial based 
on a given participant's correct (or incorrect) responses and QUEST's 
statistical decision for the next stimulus intensity. The same procedure 
was implemented for the exposure-duration, threshold estimation. 

During phase two, both the font size and font condition varied in a 
pseudo-random manner. The key-press responses to the word recogni-
tion task were recorded via a keyboard that featured a “left arrow” key 
to indicate a ‘first interval’ decision and a “right arrow” key indicated a 
“second interval” response. Each word was immediately backwards- 
masked by a salt-and-pepper noise patch with a 50 ms exposure dura-
tion to eliminate possible word afterimages due to neural or visual 
persistence (Sperling, 1965, see Fig. 4). 

The QUEST-derived, font-size thresholds and their respective stan-
dard deviations were averaged to set the expected font-size threshold 
value for the experiment and to create the range of values for the font- 
size factor, which was necessary for the MOCS font-size threshold 

Fig. 3. The four font conditions developed for this experiment. The low stroke-contrast fonts have a ratio of thick/thin of 3/2.4, while the high stroke-contrast fonts 
have a ratio (thick/thin) of 3/0.8. 

Fig. 4. Two interval forced choice task and word identification. For example, 
first a word is presented and then a pseudoword in serial presentation. Par-
ticipants were asked to identify whether the word was shown first or last. 
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procedure. To create the font-size range, the average, font-size threshold 
served as the minuend and the average standard deviation was multi-
plied by two and served as the subtrahend, which created the lower limit 
of the font-size range. The same procedure was used to generate the 
upper limit of the font-size range except that the average standard de-
viation was multiplied by three. These two font-size values were used to 
create a linearly spaced font-size vector with nine elements that were the 
values of the font-size factor. 

Experiment 1 (i.e., phase two) also incorporated a word-recognition 
task that was executed using the method of constant stimuli (MOCS), a 
psychophysical method wherein each stimulus pair is serially, 
constantly, and randomly presented to estimate an individual partici-
pant's perceptual threshold. The word recognition task was modified 
and designed to be a 2IFC task. There were a total of 720 trials whereby 
each font-size range of 9 elements contained 20 trials each (i.e., 180 
trials per font condition); we tested four fonts. The experiment was split 
up into 10, equally sized, blocks (72 trials) and participants were able to 
take an optional resting break between each block. After the fifth block, 
the QUEST font-size threshold estimation task was repeated and, upon 
completion of the tenth block, was repeated once more (i.e., 5 QUEST 
thresholds). 

2.1.5. Data analysis 
RT was examined by comparing the RTs of correct responses (i.e., a 

word was in interval 1 and it was identified correctly) and incorrect 
responses (i.e., a word was in interval 2 and it was mistakenly identified 
as being in interval 1). Words elicited faster RTs relative to pseudo-
words, which means our 2IFC task was able to discern between words 
and nonwords regarding RT performance. 

The dependent variables of interest were the participants' font-size 
threshold (α alpha) and sensitivity (d prime) for each experimental 
condition. These were obtained by fitting the percentage of correct re-
sponses, which were defined as a participant responding “first interval” 
when a word was located in the first interval. These nine font-size per-
centages were fitted with a cumulative-normal sigmoid function and a 
maximum likelihood procedure. To ensure the resultant font-size 
threshold values were more representative of the population param-
eter, the alpha parameter calculation assumed bias-free performance (20 
trials per font-size condition), as opposed to a bias present assumption 
(10 trials per font-size condition). Because the participants completed a 
2IFC task, the chance/guessing rate (γ gamma) was 0.50, the 
inattention/lapse-rate (λ lambda) was set to 0.019, and the threshold (α 
alpha) was considered the 75% point of the cumulative-normal function 
fit. These parameters were entered into the Psignifit Toolbox's maximum 
likelihood fitting procedure (Schütt et al., 2016). The alpha and beta 
values were allowed to be free parameter and the lambda and gamma 
values were fixed parameters (Prins & Kingdom, 2018). 

Signal detection theory was implemented to assess the variations in 
participants' perceptual sensitivity. D-prime represents the participants' 
perceptual ability to distinguish between words and pseudowords 
(Macmillan & Creelman, 1991) and d prime values are normally 
distributed. The sensitivity measure was computed in the following 
manner: d′ = z(H) − z(F) and β = 0.5 × [z(H) + z(F)]. H and F indicate 
the hit (correct detection of word in interval 1) and a false alarm 
(incorrect detection of word in interval 2) response rates and z(p) in-
dicates the inverse of the cumulative Normal distribution corresponding 
to response rate p. The calculation of d-prime assumed biased perfor-
mance, which was corrected by taking both the H and F performance 
rates into account and was based on 10 trials per font-size condition. 
After the font-size thresholds were extracted, the font-size threshold 
value for each condition was used to obtain a d-prime value at partici-
pants' threshold level, which were, then, analysed with the following 
Bayesian framework. 

Bayesian hierarchical linear models were fitted to both the font-size 
thresholds (alpha) and sensitivity values (d′) as a function of the mean- 
centred factors, stroke contrast and serif, along with and their two-way 

interaction. The Stan modeling language (Carpenter et al., 2017) in R 
and the package brms (Bürkner, 2017; Stan Development Team, 2017; 
Stan Modeling Language, 2017) were utilized. 

The models included maximal random-effect structures justified by 
the design (Barr et al., 2013), allowing the predictors of interest and 
their interactions to vary by participants. Both the mean for the stroke 
contrast reference cell (stroke contrast = low) and the mean for the serif 
type reference cell (serif type = sans), as well as their interaction (stroke 
contrast = low & serif type = sans) were given Gaussian priors (alpha: μ 
= 55, σ = 12; d′: μ = 1.8, σ = 2.5). We used the brms package's default 
priors for standard deviations of random effects (a Student's t-distribu-
tion with ν = 3, μ = 1.8 and σ = 2.5), as well as for correlation co-
efficients in interaction models (LKJ η = 1). 

Six sampling chains ran for 10,000 iterations with a warm-up period 
of 5000 iterations for each chain, thereby yielding 30,000 samples for 
each parameter tuple. For the marginal means and differences between 
them, we report the expected values under the posterior distribution and 
their 95% credible intervals (Cr. I.). For marginal mean differences, we 
also report the posterior probability that a difference δ is bigger than 
zero. If a hypothesis states that δ > 0, then it would be considered strong 
evidence for this hypothesis would be if zero is not included in the 95% 
Cr. I. of δ and the posterior P(δ > 0) is close to one (by a reasonably clear 
margin). To extract the estimated marginal means from the posterior 
distribution of the fitted models we used the emmeans R package 
(Russell, 2021). 

The probability of direction (pd) was used to determine whether the 
non-significant post hoc comparisons (i.e., sans serif low stroke contrast 
vs. serif high stroke contrast; sans serif high stroke contrast vs. serif low 
stroke contrast; & serif low stroke contrast vs. serif high stroke contrast) 
were equivalent (Makowski et al., 2019). The pd ranges from 50% to 
100% and it represents the certainty regarding an effect's direction (e.g., 
positive or negative sign). The pd corresponds with frequentist p-values. 
A two-sided p-value of respectively 0.1, 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001 approxi-
mately corresponds to a pd of 95%, 97.5%, 99.5% and 99.95%. A low pd 
is related to no direction (no effect) and a high pd means there is a di-
rection (positive effect). The “estimate_contrasts” function from the R 
package modelbased (Makowski et al., 2020) was applied to the brms 
model fit, which yielded the differences, 95% credible intervals, pd, and 
percentage in the ROPE. 

The following model was estimated for both the font-size threshold 
and sensitivity dependent variables: 

Level 1: 

Font − size Thresholdijk = β0j + β1j(Serif Type)+ β2j(Stroke Contrast)
+ β3j(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)+Rijk 

Level 2: 

β0j = γ00 +U0j  

β1j = γ10(Serif Type)+U1jk  

β2j = γ20(Stroke Contrast)+U2jk  

β3j = γ30(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)+U3jk 

Full Equation: 

Font − size Thresholdijk = γ00(Intercept)+ γ10
(
Serif Typeij

)

+ γ20
(
Stroke Contrastij

)
+ γ30

(
Serif Typeij

)
*
(
Stroke Contrastij

)

+U0j(Intercept)+U1j
(
Serif Typeij

)
+U2j

(
Stroke Contrastij

)

+U3j
(
Serif Typeij

)
*
(
Stroke Contrastij

)
+Rij 

Let Font-size Thresholdijk denote the kth replicate for the ith partic-
ipant in the jth group. That is, i = participant level, j = group level, k =
population level, U = level-two error, R = population-level error. 
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2.2. Results 

2.2.1. Font-size threshold (α) 
In terms of the serif factor, there was no compelling evidence for the 

difference between the serif and sans-serif font conditions (E(μserif −

μsans) = 0.98, 95% Cr. I. = [− 1.29, 3.26], P(δ > 0) = 0.76). We 
concluded that the data and the model did not support H1. The low 
stroke-contrast font condition produced lower font-size thresholds (E 
(μlow) = 58 pts., 95% Cr. I. = [51, 65]) than the high stroke-contrast font 
condition (E(μhigh) = 61 pts., 95% Cr. I. = [54, 69]). There was 
compelling evidence for this difference (E(μlow − μhigh) = − 2.92, 95% 
Cr. I. = [− 0.64, − 5.52], P(δ > 0) = 0.98; see Fig. 5), thus, we concluded 
that the data and the model supported H2. Regarding the interaction 
between stroke contrast and serif, there was also no compelling evidence 
that the difference between these conditions is larger than zero (E(μlow, 

sans − μhigh, serif) = 0.17, 95% Cr. I. = [− 3, 3], P(δ > 0) = 0.53). We 
concluded that the data and the model did not support H3. For Bayesian 
pairwise comparisons see Table 1. 

2.2.2. Sensitivity (d prime/d′) 
The sans-serif font condition produced higher sensitivity (E(μsans) =

1.67, 95% Cr. I. = [1.50, 1.84]) than the serif font condition (E(μserif) =
1.70, 95% Cr. I. = [1.53, 1.87]). There was no compelling evidence for 
this difference (E(μsans − μserif) = − 0.03, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.08, 0.02], P(δ 
> 0) = 0.03), thus, we concluded that the data and the model did not 
support H1. The low stroke-contrast font condition produced higher 
sensitivity (E(μlow) = 1.70, 95% Cr. I. = [1.53, 1.87]) than the high 
stroke-contrast font condition (E(μhigh) = 1.67, 95% Cr. I. = [1.50, 
1.84]). However, there was no compelling evidence for this difference (E 
(μlow − μhigh) = 0.03, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.08, 0.02], P(δ > 0) = 0.02), thus, 
we concluded that the data and the model did not support H2. 

In terms of the interaction between stroke contrast and serif, the 
sans-serif font condition with low stroke contrast yielded the highest 
sensitivity (E(μlow, sans) = 1.76, 95% Cr. I. = [1.58, 1.90]), followed by 
the serif font condition with high stroke contrast (E(μhigh, serif) = 1.71, 
95% Cr. I. = [1.54, 1.89]), then the sans-serif font condition with high 
stroke contrast yielded a mean of (E(μhigh, sans) = 1.65, 95% Cr. I. =
[1.47, 1.82]), finally, the serif condition with low stroke contrast 
resulted in a mean of (E(μlow, serif) = 1.63, 95% Cr. I. = [1.46, 1.81]; see 
Fig. 6). 

At the level of the sans font condition, the low stroke contrast con-
dition yielded higher sensitivity relative to the high stroke contrast 

condition (E(μsans, low − μsans, high) = − 0.08, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.13, 
− 0.02], P(δ > 0) = 0.99). At the level of the serif font condition, the 
opposite pattern was found the low stroke contrast condition yielded 
lower sensitivity relative to the high stroke contrast condition. However, 
the difference value did not provide compelling evidence (E(μsans, low −

μsans, high) = − 0.08, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.13, − 0.02], P(δ > 0) = 0.00). There 
was compelling evidence for the difference between low stroke contrast 
and high stroke contrast, when analysed at the level of the sans-serif font 
condition (E(μsans, low − μsans, high) = − 0.13, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.18, 
− 0.07], P(δ > 0) = 0.99). There was a compelling amount of evidence 
that the interaction contrast between stroke contrast and serif was larger 
than zero (E(μlow, sans − μhigh, serif) = 0.19, 95% Cr. I. = [0.11, 0.27], P(δ 
> 0) = 0.99). We concluded that the data and the model did support H3. 

Fig. 5. Font-size threshold as a function of serif type and stroke contrast. 
Vertical Bars represent the 95% Credible Intervals around the estimated mar-
ginal means, which are represented by black circles. Blue areas represent the 
posterior distribution. Note the only significant effect was the main effect of 
stroke contrast. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 1 
Pairwise comparisons for font-size threshold as a function of serif type and 
stroke contrast. Cr. I. = credible interval; pd = probability of direction; ROPE =
region of practical equivalence. Grey rows represent statistically equivalent 
conditions and italicised font represents non-significant simple effects. 

Fig. 6. Sensitivity as a function of serif type and stroke contrast. Asterisks 
represent significant pairwise comparisons. *p < .05. Vertical Bars represent the 
95% credible intervals around the estimated marginal means, which are rep-
resented by black circles. Blue areas represent the posterior distribution. (For 
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 2 
Pairwise comparisons for sensitivity as a function of serif type and stroke 
contrast. Cr. I. = credible interval; pd = probability of direction; ROPE = region 
of practical equivalence. Grey rows represent statistically equivalent conditions 
and italicised font represents non-significant simple effects. 
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For Bayesian pairwise comparisons see Table 2. 

3. Experiment 2 

To link our results with the existing LD literature and see if we could 
replicate the findings of the font-size threshold measure, we ran a classic 
LD task in Experiment 2 and used identical font stimuli. Based on the size 
threshold results of Experiment 1, we expected that there will be no 
evidence for differences between the serif and sans-serif font conditions, 
low stroke-contrast font conditions will produce lower font-size 
thresholds, that there will be no interaction between stroke contrast 
and serif, that pseudowords will yield slower RTs than words. We further 
expected that word type will interact with a typographical independent 
variable. 

3.1. Method 

3.1.1. Participants 
A total of 24 individuals were recruited via the same website used for 

the recruitment of participants for studies (forsøgspersoner.dk). Thus, 
we collected a convenience sample with the same screening criteria: 
18–40 year of age and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. There were 
11 females (13 males), and the average age was 26 years (range: 18–37). 
All participants reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision 
and were paid (i.e., 16 USD) for an hour of participation. All participants 
considered Danish their primary language. The research followed the 
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

3.1.2. Design 
The follow-up lexical decision task experiment manipulated three 

repeated-measures, independent variables: (1) serif, (2) stroke contrast, 
and (3) word type. The serif and stroke contrast factors were identical to 
those of Experiment 1. The word type was either a word or a pseudo-
word, which varied on a trial-by-trial basis. The reaction time (RT) 
served as our dependent variable of interest. 

3.1.3. Apparatus 
The same experiment set-up and equipment was used for the LDT 

experiment as that of Experiment 1. 

3.1.4. Procedure 
Participants were greeted upon arrival and were informed about the 

nature of the experiment and that their participation was completely 
voluntary. After the participants gave their informed consent, they were 
asked to get comfortable in their chair and chinrest. Each participant 
completed three QUEST procedure runs to obtain their font-size 
thresholds for a word-recognition task (same task used in Experiment 
1). The three thresholds were then averaged and served as the mean 
result was used as the font size for all subsequent stimuli. They, then, 
completed a LD task whereby a word or pseudoword was presented until 
the participant classified the stimulus as a word or a pseudoword by 

pressing the left arrow key or the right arrow key. Participants were 
instructed to make a response as fast and as accurately as possible. The 
stimulus-response mapping was reversed for half of the participants to 
check for counterbalancing issues. After the response was collected, an 
inter-trial interval was randomly selected from an exponential distri-
bution, which contained a mean of 300 ms with a lower bound of 300 ms 
and an upper bound of 800 ms. A total of 800 trials were split up into 
eight equally-sized blocks and the total testing time ranged between 45 
and 55 min. 

3.1.5. Data analysis 
The same Bayesian framework was used as that of Experiment 1 and 

the following model was estimated for the reaction time dependent 
variable: 

Level 1: 

Reaction Timeijk = β0j + β1j(Serif Type)+ β2j(Stroke Contrast)
+ β3j(Word Type)+ β4j(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)
+ βj(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)+Rijk 

Level 2: 

β0j = γ00 +U0j  

β1j = γ10(Serif Type)+U1jk  

β2j = γ20(Stroke Contrast)+U2jk  

β3j = γ30(Word Stimulus)+U3jk  

β4j = γ40(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)+U4jk  

β5j = γ50(Serif Type)*(Word Type)+U5jk  

β6j = γ60(Stroke Contrast)*(Word Type)+U6jk  

β7j = γ70(Serif Type)*(Stroke Contrast)*(Word Type)+U7jk 

Full Equation:    

Let Reaction Timeijk denote the kth replicate for the ith participant in 
the jth group. That is, i = participant level, j = group level, k = popu-
lation level, U = level-two error, R = population-level error. 

3.2. Results 

In terms of the serif factor, there was no compelling evidence for the 
difference between the serif and sans-serif font conditions (E(μsans −

μserif) = − 0.007, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.24, 0.01], P(δ > 0) = 0.91). We 
conclude that the data and the model support the results of the threshold 
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measure of Experiment 1. The low stroke-contrast font condition pro-
duced faster RTs (E(μlow) = 1.73 s, 95% Cr. I. = [1.62, 1.84]) than the 
high stroke-contrast font condition (E(μhigh) = 1.77 s, 95% Cr. I. = [1.66, 
1.89]). There was compelling evidence for this difference (E(μlow −

μhigh) = − 0.43, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.64, − 0.22], P(δ > 0) = 0.98), thus, we 
concluded that the data and the model supported the results of the 
threshold measure of Experiment 1. There was no compelling evidence, 
for the interaction between serif and stroke contrast, that the difference 
between these conditions was larger than zero (E(μlow, sans − μhigh, serif) 
= − 0.10, 95% Cr. I. = [− 0.04, 0.03], P(δ > 0) = 0.67). We concluded 
that the data and the model supported the results of the threshold 
measure of Experiment 1. The word condition elicited faster RTs (E 
(μword) = 1.68 s, 95% Cr. I. = [1.57, 1.78]) than the pseudoword con-
dition (E(μpseudoword) = 1.82 s, 95% Cr. I. = [1.69, 1.94]). That is, a 
significant word-superiority effect was found as expected. There was 
compelling evidence for this difference (E(μpseudoword − μword) = 0.148, 
95% Cr. I. = [0.09, 0.21], P(δ > 0) = 0.99; see Fig. 7). 

Regarding the interaction between serif and word type, there was no 
compelling evidence that the difference between these conditions was 
larger than zero (E(μpseudoword, sans − μword, serif) = 0, 95% Cr. I. =
[− 0.04, 0.04], P(δ > 0) = 0.53). We concluded that the data and the 
model followed the expected pattern. 

The interaction between word type and stroke contrast yielded 
compelling evidence that the difference between these conditions was 
larger than zero (E(μlow, pseudoword − μhigh, word) = 0.05, 95% Cr. I. =
[0.01, 0.09], P(δ > 0) = 0.99). Specifically, the word-superiority effect 
was larger for the low stroke contrast condition (0.161 s, 95% Cr. I. =
[0.10, 0.23]) than for the high stroke contrast condition (0.135 s, 95% 
Cr. I. = [0.80, 0.20]). We concluded that the data and the model fol-
lowed the expected pattern. For Bayesian pairwise comparisons see 
Table 3. 

Finally, the three-way interaction between serif, stroke contrast and 
word type, there was slight evidence that the difference between these 
conditions was smaller than zero (E(μlow, sans − μhigh, serif) = − 0.05, 95% 
Cr. I. = [− 0.10, 0], P(δ < 0) = 0.94). We concluded that the data and the 
model followed the expected pattern. 

4. Discussion 

In a word-recognition task and in a classic LD task, we measured 
reading of four fonts that varied in terms of the presence or absence of 
serifs and low or high levels of stroke contrast. The font-size threshold 
measure of both experiments represents the minimum font-size required 
to get a 75% performance level. Specifically, the lower the font-size 
threshold value is, for a given font condition, the better the perfor-
mance is for that font. This measure assumed bias-free performance, 
however, for Experiment 1 the results can be considered invalid if 

Fig. 7. Reaction time as a function of serif type, stroke contrast, and word type. 
Vertical Bold and non-bold Bars represent the 95% and 90% Credible Intervals, 
respectively. The estimated marginal means are represented by the black cir-
cles. Blue areas represent the posterior distribution. Note, the significant main 
effects of stroke contrast (low stroke contrast elicited faster RT than high stroke 
contrast) and word type (words elicited faster RT than pseudowords), as well as 
the significant stroke contrast by word type interaction was the main effect of 
stroke contrast. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Table 3 
Pairwise comparisons for reaction time as a function of serif type, stroke 
contrast, and word type. Cr. I. = credible interval; pd = probability of direction; 
ROPE = region of practical equivalence. Bold font represents a significant 
difference.  

Reaction time pairwise comparisons 

Level 1 Level 2 Difference 95% Cr. I. pd % in 
ROPE 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, low, 
pseudo  

− 0.02 (− 0.06, 
0.01)  

0.91  100.00 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
pseudo  

− 0.03 (− 0.07, 
0.00)  

0.98  100.00 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
pseudo  

− 0.05 (− 0.08, 
− 0.01)  

1.00  100.00 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, low, 
word  

0.16 (0.10, 
0.23)  

1.00  0.84 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, low, 
word  

0.14 (0.07, 0.20)  1.00  9.81 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
word  

0.08 (0.02, 0.14)  0.99  78.06 

Sans, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
word  

0.11 (0.05, 0.17)  1.00  36.44 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
pseudo  

− 0.01 (− 0.05, 
0.02)  

0.76  100.00 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
pseudo  

− 0.03 (− 0.06, 
0.01)  

0.95  100.00 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, low, 
word  

0.18 (0.11, 
0.25)  

1.00  0.00 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, low, 
word  

0.16 (0.09, 
0.23)  

1.00  1.18 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
word  

0.10 (0.04, 0.16)  1.00  48.15 

Serif, low, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
word  

0.13 (0.08, 0.20)  1.00  10.55 

Sans, high, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
pseudo  

− 0.01 (− 0.04, 
0.02)  

0.82  100.00 

Sans, high, 
pseudo 

Sans, low, 
word  

0.20 (0.12, 
0.27)  

1.00  0.00 

Sans, high, 
pseudo 

Serif, low, 
word  

0.17 (0.10, 
0.24)  

1.00  0.00 

Sans, high, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
word  

0.11 (0.05, 0.18)  1.00  32.99 

Sans, high, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
word  

0.14 (0.09, 0.21)  1.00  4.50 

Serif, high, 
pseudo 

Sans, low, 
word  

0.21 (0.14, 
0.29)  

1.00  0.00 

Serif, high, 
pseudo 

Serif, low, 
word  

0.19 (0.12, 
0.26)  

1.00  0.00 

Serif, high, 
pseudo 

Sans, high, 
word  

0.13 (0.06, 0.19)  1.00  18.34 

Serif, high, 
pseudo 

Serif, high, 
word  

0.16 (0.10, 
0.22)  

1.00  0.55 

Sans, low, 
word 

Serif, low, 
word  

− 0.02 (− 0.06, 
0.00)  

0.94  100.00 

Sans, low, 
word 

Sans, high, 
word  

− 0.08 (− 0.12, 
− 0.05)  

1.00  85.61 

Sans, low, 
word 

Serif, high, 
word  

− 0.05 (− 0.09, 
− 0.01)  

1.00  100.00 

Serif, low, 
word 

Sans, high, 
word  

− 0.06 (− 0.09, 
− 0.03)  

1.00  100.00 

Serif, low, 
word 

Serif, high, 
word  

− 0.03 (− 0.06, 
0.01)  

0.94  100.00 

Sans, high, 
word 

Serif, high, 
word  

0.03 (0.00, 0.06)  0.98  100.00  
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participants utilized different strategies in each condition or were more 
inclined to choose one interval over another. To overcome this statistical 
confound, sensitivity was also calculated and represents performance 
after potential biases have been accounted for and removed from the 
analysis. 

There was a word-superiority effect in both experiments, which is 
promising because this effect is expected in LD tasks. The effect in the 
font-size threshold measures was moderated by the stroke contrast 
factor, which revealed that low stroke contrast condition yielded better 
performance when compared to the high stroke contrast condition, and 
that serifs neither interacted with word type nor stroke contrast. These 
results were replicated between the two experiments on font-size 
threshold dependent measure but differed from our sensitivity depen-
dent measure of Experiment 1. This alludes to higher diagnosticity of our 
2IFC word-recognition paradigm, which revealed a significant serif by 
stroke contrast interaction that was not found with the traditional LD 
task. 

Regarding the font-size threshold dependent measure, it was first 
expected that the sans fonts would yield smaller font-size thresholds 
relative to the serif fonts (H1); however, there was no evidence for an 
effect of serifs. It was also expected that the low stroke contrast fonts 
would elicit lower font-size thresholds, relative to the high stroke 
contrast fonts, which was supported with a significant main effect of 
stroke contrast (H2). Thus, words set in fonts with low stroke contrast 
could be read at smaller font sizes when compared to the words set in 
fonts with high stroke contrast. This is independent of whether the fonts 
had serifs or not, although the result was driven by the sans-serif font 
conditions. It was further expected that the two factors would interact 
(H3); however, there was no support for this hypothesis in any of the 
font-size threshold measures. 

The data for the sensitivity measure of Experiment 1 differed from 
that of the font-size threshold dependent measure. The opposite pattern 
of results from the sensitivity measure was expected because high d- 
prime values correspond to higher performance and vice versa. 

Fig. 8. Power spectral density as a function of frequency (Hz) for the four font condition's alphabets. Note how the power spectrum is similar between sans serif with 
high stroke contrast and serif with low stroke contrast and between sans serif with low stroke contrast and serif with high stroke contrast. These differences relate to 
the spatial frequency information provided by the addition of serifs. 
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Although both independent variables followed the expected pattern (i. 
e., sans would yield higher d-prime values than serif fonts (H1) and low 
stroke contrast would yield higher d-prime values than high stroke 
contrast (H2)), there was no statistical support for these hypotheses. 

Our hypothesis that serif style and stroke contrast would interact was 
supported (H3). That is, stroke contrast moderated the effect of absence 
of presence of serifs. At the level of the sans-serif font condition, low 
stroke contrast improved sensitivity when compared to the high stroke 
contrast condition (partly supporting H2). The pattern was reversed at 
the level of the serif font condition, however. High stroke contrast ten-
ded towards greater sensitivity when compared to low stroke contrast. If 
we look at the variables the other way around, stroke contrast drew the 
effect that high stroke contrast test fonts yield greater sensitivity with 
serifs, while low stroke contrast test fonts yield greater sensitivity with a 
sans-serif font. 

While others have demonstrated significant effects on word- 
recognition in favour of sans-serif fonts (Garvey et al., 2016; Moret- 
Tatay & Perea, 2011; Morris et al., 2002), both our font-size threshold 
and our sensitivity data showed no evidence for the difference between 
serif and sans-serif fonts, although our findings did follow the hypoth-
esized data pattern. Previous work based on eye-tracking and reading 
speed paradigms, also found no effect of serif (Akhmadeeva et al., 2012; 
Arditi & Cho, 2005b; Perea, 2013). 

Previous studies have shown that light-weight sans-serif fonts had a 
negative impact on single-letter visual acuity (Beier & Oderkerk, 2019) 
and resulted in greater cognitive load by causing longer fixation dura-
tions and lower saccadic amplitude (Burmistrov et al., 2016). The test 
fonts of these previous experiments had similar stroke weight 
throughout, while our high stroke-contrast fonts only had thin strokes in 
parts of the letters. Our findings on the sans-serif fonts suggest that the 
negative impact of lighter-weight fonts, which others have found on 
sans-serif fonts, can also exist when only parts of the letters have thin 
strokes. Our findings are further supported by recent work demon-
strating that bold serif fonts with thin hairline strokes result in inferior 
letter recognition (Beier & Oderkerk, 2021). With this experiment, we 
showed that the effect can also be found in a word recognition task and 
when using regular-weight sans-serif fonts. 

The most surprising result of our study is the reversed pattern be-
tween sans-serif and serif fonts. While many experiments concerning 
font legibility have either compared different fonts (Bernard et al., 2002; 
Boyarski et al., 1998; Sheedy et al., 2005) or have isolated one typo-
graphic variable for investigation (Akhmadeeva et al., 2012; Beier & 
Dyson, 2014; Moret-Tatay & Perea, 2011; Morris et al., 2002; Perea, 
2013), we were able to isolate, simultaneously, two typographic vari-
ables. This allowed us to compare the effect of the variables and inves-
tigate any possible interaction between the two factors, which we also 
found with the d-prime measure. Additionally, it was possible to discern 
which factor was driving the interaction. 

When presenting visual stimuli at small visual angles, our visual 
system draws on its lower spatial frequency channels, which causes 
letters to appear blurred (Majaj et al., 2002). It is possible that the spatial 
frequency information can explain the results. Our font-size threshold 
measure did not capture the moderating effect that stroke contrast had 
on serif type. That is to say, the sans serif condition's data pattern was in 
line with our hypothesis (i.e., low stroke contrast yielded better sensi-
tivity than high stroke contrast) and the serif data pattern yielded the 
opposite effect when it was moderated by stroke contrast (viz., low 
stroke contrast provided lower sensitivity values, when compared to 
high stroke contrast). One possible explanation for our sensitivity 
measure's results is that the addition of serifs resulted in a medium level 
of spatial frequency contrast (see Fig. 8). In terms of the serif font with 
high stroke contrast, it is possible that the addition of serifs to a high 
stroke-contrast font results in a font with an even higher spatial fre-
quency contrast, when compared to the sans-serif fonts, which are not 
altered by the high spatial frequency information provided by the serifs. 
Previous work on the effects of spatial-frequency masking of text found 

that unmasked text reading speed performance cannot be matched 
irrespective of whether the mask spatial-frequency is a low or high band 
filter (Beckmann et al., 1991). This suggests that a reader with normal 
vision must draw on multiple spatial frequency channels, simulta-
neously, for optimal reading performance. As our two best performing 
fonts showed greater distribution across the power spectral density 
(Fig. 8), this could be an explanation for these two fonts leading to better 
performance when taking the sensitivity measure into account. 

Potential limitations of our experiment concern our serif and stroke 
contrast manipulations, which can be addressed by follow-up experi-
ments that contain a finer-grained manipulation of serifs and stroke 
contrast. Our fonts' serifs minimally varied regarding contrast; low 
stroke contrast serifs had lower contrast than the high stroke contrast 
font. Another potential limitation is that our dependent measures were 
collected at threshold level, which is not the best performance because, 
by definition, a threshold is the minimum amount of stimulus energy 
needed to achieve 75% performance for a 2IFC task (as in Experiment 1). 
Future experiments can examine the effects of serif and stroke contrast 
with stimuli that are presented well-above threshold (i.e., supra-
threshold) performance because at-threshold perception can vary dras-
tically from supra-threshold perception. We measured word-recognition 
and LD at size threshold, which has practical implications in relation to 
setting text on signage and for small font sizes displayed on paper and 
screen. As mentioned above, it is likely that the results would differ if the 
experiment was repeated with larger font sizes (i.e., suprathreshold) and 
a shorter exposure duration. 

5. Conclusion 

In two investigations (word-recognition and lexical decision tasks) 
with a font-size threshold measure we found that fonts of low stroke 
contrast in general was read at smaller font sizes compared to fonts of 
high stroke contrast. 

With a sensitivity (d-prime) measure we found an interaction be-
tween the factors of serif and stroke contrast. Sans-serif fonts were read 
at smaller font sizes when having low stroke contrast, the data for the 
serif fonts followed a reverse pattern in being read at smaller sizes when 
having high stroke contrast. Looking at the variables the other way 
around, stroke contrast was driving the effect that high stroke contrast 
fonts were read at smaller font sizes when set in serifs while low stroke 
contrast was read at smaller font sizes when set in sans serif. We offer the 
explanation that the results are driven by different font styles drawing 
on different spatial frequency channels. 
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With the development of electronic reading devices, users often have 
the option of customizing the display with the font style of their liking. 
Our results support the user in making such informed font choices, and 
provides professionals working within typography with new tools when 
designing for small visual angles (e.g., footnote text or traffic signage). 
The study moves away from an often-seen recommendation of specific 
fonts for reading, towards a recommendation of font characteristics, 
instead. This allows for better font choices and a better use of the many 
available fonts on the market. 
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Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.actpsy.2022.103623. 
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